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Our 
Vision 

Statement  
To become a vibrant, 

benevolent congregation that 
serves God’s creation both 
locally and globally.   

A congregation that offers 
meaningful and inspirational 
ministries and worship for all 
ages that honor and praise 
God while maintaining the 
feel of an intimate family in 
Christ.   

Also, a congregation that 
provides opportunities for all 
to be involved in ministries 
and programs that foster the 
development of gifts in all 
people needed to sustain and 
expand God’s mission. 

Lutheran Church of the Resurrection 
A congregation of the Evangelical Lutheran church in America 

1950 Nagel Road 
Cincinnati OH  45255 
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VIRTUAL VBS 
I am very excited to share with you that 
we, in collaboration with Anderson 
Hills Christian Church, are offering a 
virtual vacation bible school experience 
this summer!  VBS will look quite a bit 
different this year as we take seriously 
the need to keep safe social distance, 
but we are overjoyed to be able to offer 
a chance for kids and families to dive 
into faith and deepen compassion! 
Campers will gather online via Zoom 
each morning July 13-17 from 9:30-
11am.  

This year's theme, Compassion Camp, has been specifically designed for virtual 
camp experiences by Illustrated Ministries and focuses on Jesus' call for us to 
embody compassion for our neighbors, ourselves, and for creation. Given 
everything going on in the world right now, I can't think of a better theme for 
our children and youth!  

We will explore compassion through the lenses of: 

 the Prodigal Son in Luke 15:11-32 as we learn that "compassion helps us see 
and welcome." 

 the friends who bring their friend on a mat to Jesus in Mark 2:1-12 as we 
learn that "compassion helps us be brave." 

 Mark12:28-31 and Deuteronomy 6 as we look at the greatest commandment 
and learn that "compassion helps us love ourselves." 

 Ruth 1 and the story of Ruth, Orpah, and Naomi as we learn that 
"compassion helps us be present with each other." 

 the creation stories in Genesis as we learn that "compassion gives us a fresh 
start.". 

Over the 1.5 hours of camp time, campers will engage with the above bible 
stories, play interactive games, create a community mural, do yoga, grow in 
compassion and have lots of fun!! Campers will even see friendly faces from 
VBS years past as some of our high school and college young adults are 
providing leadership as well as adult leaders from previous years. 

Logistics: 

VBS leaders and volunteers will assemble a packet for each participant that 
includes all necessary handouts and supplemental materials for the week. 
Families will need to have basic crafting supplies on hand; glue, scissors, 
crayons/markers/colored pencils, and pencil or pen. We will supply anything 
needed beyond this.  

(continued on next page) 

 



The More We Learn -  

The Better We 
Understand 

 

 In light of recent events, we want to help our congregation learn 
more about racism. 

 A book display has been set up right inside the vestibule doors.  
The display contains books for both children and adults.  The books are 
available to be checked out.  Stop by and check it out! 

 Betti Glynn will be moderating a book study on one of the 
current, best-selling books on racism, "How to be an Antiracist," by 
Ibram X. Kendi.  The Zoom study will be on Wednesday, August 5, at 
7:00 p.m.  Please sign up if you plan to join the study:  https://
www.signupgenius.com/go/10C0844ACAA2BA0F58-book.  Allen 
Temple members will be reading and participating with us.  If you pre-
ordered a book, you will be contacted soon about pick-up and payment. 
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VIRTUAL VBS // BOOK STUDY 

VIRTUAL VBS (Continued) 
Families/participants will come pick up their packets at LCR ahead of July 13, details will come in a post-
registration email. If a camper is out-of-town (ie: a relative of a church member) and would like to participate, 
we're happy to pull things together and/or email necessary files so packets can be mailed out by in time.  

Sunday, July 12th, an email will go out to those who have registered with information detailing how to connect via 
Zoom. We are taking every precaution to keep our kids safe in a virtual world, utilizing passwords and waiting 
rooms.  

Monday, July 13th and each day through out the week, we'll ask campers to sign on to Zoom beginning about 
9:15am so we can dive in at 9:30am. Daily emails will go out with 
instructions, extra resources, and a list of supplies needed for 
activities the following day.  

We are also doing what we can to keep some of the beloved 
elements of VBS in spite of the distance, like t-shirts and camp 
photos by appointment through the week.    

Campers of all ages are welcome. Technology does have its limits so 
each activity may not work for every age, but we are doing our best 
to incorporate a wide range.  

Please register by July 8th to guarantee that we can get 
necessary packets and materials out in time. Register by 
following this link https://bit.ly/virtualcompassioncampvbs.  

We can't wait to grow in compassion with your camper/s!! 

Warmly, 

<><Pr. Nicole 

https://bit.ly/virtualcompassioncampvbs
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A MOMENT OR A MOVEMENT? 

           A Moment or a Movement? 
I submitted the following op-ed to The Cincinnati Enquirer and The Cincinnati Herald.  I offer it to the members of 
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection for your reflection and consideration. – Pastor Zorn 

 

            It has been three weeks since the horrific death of George Floyd and the protests continue.  As I watch the 
protests, not only in our nation, but from around the world, there are a lot of thoughts that stir inside of me and 
some questions too.  Is this a moment or will this be a movement that once and for all brings an end to racism and 
all forms of systemic inequality in our nation?  If it is a movement, just what would it take to dismantle the racism 
and inequality that have plagued our nation for 401 years and leave our siblings of color gasping to breathe their 
lament, “I am tired of being so tired!” 

            I am hopeful that this may be a movement.  Surely, the signs are there.  The protests include a diversity of 
people.  There is a lot of energy and spirit behind them.  Lawmakers seem to be paying attention and we are 
already seeing positive changes being legislated.  Social media amplifies the voice of protest.  The ubiquity of 
cameras give us the ability to see with our own eyes the stories of people of color that we simply dismissed 
previously because of our bias, explicit or implicit. 

            So there is ample reason for hope, but I also know the human spirit and the power of the media.  It won’t be 
long before we lose focus and turn our minds to the next big distraction.  It won’t be long before the media is 
obsessed with the next story of human pain and suffering.  We all know the litany of names.  If the murder of The 
Emanuel Nine while praying to God was not sufficient to tip the scale, why should the solitary plea of George 
Floyd crying for his Mama lead us to resolve? 

            If this is the moment that we begin to defeat racism and inequality in earnest, I believe that we will need 
solutions that are large scale and the small solutions that reside in the depths of every human heart.  Systemic evil 
must be addressed at the highest levels.  We should demand that our next president, whether President Trump or 
Vice-President Biden, create a cabinet-level position titled, Secretary of Racial Equality.  Please join me in 
exhorting Senators Brown and Portman, and Congressman Wenstrup and Chabot to support such an 
appointment.  We need a person who has our president’s ear and access to Congress to undo inequality every time 
it rears its ugly head, and more importantly, to work proactively to prevent inequality from taking root. 

            The solution is also within every human heart.  It is easy to say that officer Chauvin’s actions were 
reprehensible.  Just as easy as it is to denounce a Klansman in the year 2020.  What is much harder to identify and 
repent of is the sin of Ms. Amy Cooper, who, while breaking the law in Central Park, modeled implicit bias and 
socially-programed fear, as she used her white privilege in an attempt to oppress the law-abiding African American 
man, Christian Cooper.  The first murder was of a black body, the second “murder” was of the black spirit.  

Racism is a spiritual problem at its core.  Until we hear the biblical mandate to love our neighbor and to see 
in our neighbor the image of God (tenets of all of the major world religions), we will not cure racism.  If we cannot 
adhere to the biblical definition of equality – those who had much did not have too much and those who had little 
had enough – we will not end inequality.  Until we are committed to the common good we are all as good as dead 
in the spirit. 

            Is this a moment or will it be a movement?  The answer rests in how we respond with large-scale, political 
solutions and in how we train the heart and spirit that rest within us.  For the sake of George Floyd and the litany of 
fallen saints, for the sake of those oppressed by unjust systems in our nation over four centuries, let us not squander 
the opportunity for a movement on the fleeting of a moment!  None of us can solve racism and inequality 
alone.  Every one of us has a part in solving it together.    
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LUTHERANISM 101 // ENTER THE SILENCE // ENDOWMENT FUND 

Our next contemplative worship will be on Tuesday, 
July 14 at 7:00 p.m.  Join us to share a quiet 
moment of prayer and reflection.   

Did you know that LCR has an 
endowment fund? 

 
Yes, I knew that. But…what’s an endowment 
fund???? 
 
Quite simply, a gift to the endowment fund is a way 
to provide lasting support for LCR. An endowment 
fund is set up so that distributions of “income” are 
made according to a formula that will preserve the 
purchasing power of the principal over time. 
The power of an endowment fund is this: if you make 
a gift to an endowment fund and assume roughly a 
5% annual distribution and a 7.5% investment return, 
in less than 18 years, the endowment will make distri-
butions totaling the amount of your original gift, but 
the endowment still exists and will continue to benefit 
LCR for many years to come! 
 
You can contribute to LCR’s endowment fund by 
making gifts in honor or memory of others, gifts of 
stock or other property, making a Qualified Charitable 
Distribution from your IRA (if you are more than 70 
½ years old) or by providing for a gift through your 
will. 
 
Any questions? Contact a member of the Endowment 
Fund Committee. 

LUTHERANISM 101 - 

NEW MEMBER CLASS 

VIA ZOOM 
    -Pastor Zorn 

 As I continue to consider “silver linings” 
during the pandemic, perhaps this may qualify as one 
of them.  I am going to offer an upcoming new 
member class via Zoom.  This will present a number 
of new challenges but it will also afford the advantage 
of those who have wanted to take the new member 
class but have been unable to do so, the opportunity of 
taking the class from home.  I am considering how to 
make the class “interactive” for those who are 
considering joining our congregation but also make it 
available in the “background” for those who are 
already members.  I hope to figure that out before we 
begin!  If you have experience with Zoom and can 
offer a solution, please contact me. 

 Classes will take place on Monday evenings 
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. beginning on August 17 
and ending on October 19.  The classes cover topics 
including the Bible, Church and Lutheran history, 
Lutheran doctrine, Lutheran worship and the church 
year, and the history of Lutheran Church of the 
Resurrection.  The classes are an excellent refresher 
even for those who are lifelong Lutherans.  If you are 
interested in joining the classes please notify the 
church office so that material can be procured for you. 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Nonviolent Communication:  A Language of Life 
-Angie McKenzie 

"The 1 Book That Transformed Microsoft's Culture from Cutthroat to Creative." — Satya Nadella, Microsoft CEO 

When Pastor Zorn suggested I consider writing a review of the book Nonviolent Communication by Marshall 
Rosenberg, PhD, I was a bit apprehensive. I want to express how impactful this 264-page book was and still be 
brief. 

Marshall Rosenberg was a psychologist who moved to Detroit during the race riots of 1943.  During the riots, he 
had to stay indoors for four days while 30 people in his neighborhood died.  He also experienced violence when he 
was beaten by kids in his school for being Jewish.  Watching compassionate members of his family inspired him to 
study the works of Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr., Carl Rogers and Christian Theologian, Walter Wink, to name a 
few. 

Nonviolent communication (NVC) emphasizes understanding of the relationship between feelings and needs, 
promoting equality, and creating compassion. NVC advocates that our feelings are a result of our basic human 
needs being met or unmet. When our needs are met, we feel “positive” emotions, such as joy, delight, confidence, 
inspiration, etc. When our needs are unmet, we feel “negative” emotions, such as annoyance, tension, fatigue, 
yearning, etc. 

Rather than trying to summarize this book or give you my opinion I’d like to leave you with a take-away regarding 
communication that disconnects us from others.   

The four D’s of Disconnection – Adapted from Lucy Leu 

 

The quote from the Microsoft CEO prompted me to think if applying these concepts could change the culture of 
one of the world’s largest companies, maybe their application could positively impact our families and 
communities.   

After reading the book, the theory sounds so simple, but the practice and application is more difficult.  Have you 
read this book or something like it?  I’d love to hear your thoughts.  Feel free to reach out at mckenzr@yahoo.com 
if you’d like to dive into this topic and discuss your experiences.   

Here is a link to an a more in-depth review if you’re interested in further information: 

https://medium.com/@eriktorenberg_/on-nonviolent-communication-33ca8c7ebfcb 

The 4 D’s of Disconnection Examples Suggestions to Connect 

Diagnoses – Judgments, Evaluations, 
Labels 

“They’re crazy.”  “You’re so sen-
sitive.” 

Seek to understand the strategies and needs 
behind the judgment and action (both yours 
and the other persons).  Needs are basic to all 
humans, e.g. fairness, belonging, etc.  Strate-
gies are how we all attempt to meet those 
needs. 

Deny responsibility – “He made me 
so angry” 

“It’s the rules.  I have to.” Reframe and acknowledge your choice.  I 
choose to follow this rule because I want to 
keep my job. 

Demand implies threat of punishment  If you don’t clean up this 
mess…I’ll take away a privilege 
or get angry, pout, refuse to talk, 
etc. 

Explain your feelings and needs and follow 
up with a specific request.  When I see the 
dishes in the sink, I feel annoyed because I’m 
needing order.  Would you be willing to put 
your dishes in the dishwasher before dinner?  
If “no” ask what they’re willing to do or 
make a different request focusing on getting 
everyone’s needs met. 

Deserve oriented language – Implies 
someone is good or bad and deserves 
punishment or reward. 

You’re such a good boy (or girl) Instead of praising someone who did some-
thing you like, express your gratitude by tell-
ing the person what need of yours that action 
met, e.g. “Thank you for putting your dishes 
in the sink.  It really appreciate the order it 
brings to the house.” 

mailto:mckenzr@yahoo.com
https://medium.com/@eriktorenberg_/on-nonviolent-communication-33ca8c7ebfcb
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THANK YOU 

Hello, LCR: 

I wanted to thank all of you for your kind, generous words and well wishes in regards to my DMA 
"graduation." ...If you'll allow, I will be pretentious for just one second and specify that I earned a Doctor of 
Musical Arts degree rather than a Ph. D.! :) In the music field, there is a distinction between academic-oriented 
degrees—like a doctorate in Music Theory, Music Composition, or Musicology (Music History)—and performance
-oriented degrees. Regardless, my primary purpose here is to thank you, deeply, for reaching out. 

Indeed, my academic brain is still quite tired. I don't particularly have a desire to do anything like that degree again. 
It was a very rewarding experience, though, and gave me the opportunity to work through many fun projects. To 
give you an idea of what I've been up to the past few years: I wrote an extensive paper my first year about the 
musical purpose of large horn sections in symphonies by Mahler and Strauss. I was then able to take that paper to 
Belgium last year for a presentation at the International Horn Symposium. This year, I transcribed a set of Mahler's 
vocal lieder for the horn, which I then used as case studies in a lecture recital on "singing" through the horn. The 
most exciting project, though, was an etude book (or method book) I wrote on orchestral audition preparation. 
Between May 2019 and February 2020, I wrote twenty etudes for the horn that are designed to facilitate preparation 
for orchestral auditions. I am revising this project now and hope to self-publish by the end of the summer (we'll 
see...). The most challenging part about this degree, honestly, was balancing the academic brain with the 
performance brain. It was so hard to manage the giant blocks of time necessary to work through these sorts of 
projects while also practicing. I went a little insane sometimes! 

It is most important to me to let you know I am not going anywhere yet. I have no plans or intentions of leaving any 
time soon (in fact, I am working through the logistics of *possibly* buying a house—yikes). In music, advanced 
degrees do not mean "immediate job." It often means "you're done with school and get to keep doing exactly what 
you've already been doing for a while!" :) That said, I did get the DMA with the hopes of finding full time work in 
a university or orchestra. I will continue to search for jobs and take auditions as they come up. However, full-time 
university horn jobs appear in handfuls throughout the course of a year, and orchestra auditions are incredibly 
difficult to win. I will continue to develop and work towards the "horn side" of my life, but in the meantime, I feel 
very at home at LCR and in Cincinnati. I pray, truthfully, that I can find something horn-related within driving 
distance of Cincinnati so that I can somehow stay involved with LCR for a very long time. It will take the very 
correct combination of elements for me to want to leave. Now, though, the music industry is especially frightening. 
I am even more thankful for being part of the gracious and welcoming LCR family now more than ever.  

I hope you are all staying well and safe. I enjoy getting the chance to share music with you on a regular, though 
somewhat limited, basis.  

Graciously, 

Matt Mauro 

Dear LCR & LCR Quilters: 

Thank you so much for the prayer quilt you gave me for graduation.  I am so grateful.  Thanks for making this time 
of celebration special.  It means a lot to me to be remembered. 

Thanks again, 

Matthew Bryant 

Dear Beloved Community of LCR, 

I cannot tell you how touched I am by all your cards, affirmations, and the 
beautiful floral arrangement that were given me in recognition of the 50th 
anniversary of the ordination of women in the ELCA. What a surprise to receive so 
many greetings! It has been such fun going to the mailbox all week:) 

It is truly my gift, my honor, and my joy to serve this community. I cherish each and 
every one of you. Thank you for making this occasion extra special and deeply 
meaningful.   

Warmly, 

<><Pr. Nicole 
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SYNOD NEWS 
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President of the Congregation: Kris Kant, 513-233-9676 

    E-mail:  President@lcresurrection.org 

Pastor, Nicole Kelly  Home Phone:  513-394-6648 

    E-Mail:  pastorkelly@lcresurrection.org 

Pastor, Henry Zorn:  Home Phone:   513-624-0892 

                           E-mail:  pastorzorn@lcresurrection.org 

Church Office Secretary:                                Karen Leupen, 513-919-2720 

     E-mail:  karen@lcresurrection.org 

Music Director /                                                  Matthew Mauro, 419-351-0984 

 Adult Choir Director:                                E-mail: musicdirector@lcresurrection.org 

Praise Worship Director:                                                Lee Ann Barkman, 513-233-9423 

    E-mail:  jnmusic@lcresurrection.org 

Bishop,  Suzanne Darcy Dillahunt E-mail:  BishopSDillahunt@southernohiosynod.org 

Caring Ministry Needs:                                                         Angie McKenzie, 513-442-4735 

    E-mail:  mckenzr@yahoo.com 

Prayer Chain:                                                             Pastor Zorn or Pastor Nicole (see above) 

Ramblings:                           E-mail:  karen@lcresurrection.org 
        

RAMBLINGS  is a monthly publication from Lutheran Church                      
of the Resurrection, a congregation of the Southern Ohio Synod, 

Evangelical Lutheran Church in America 
1950 Nagel Road, Cincinnati, Ohio  45255 

                              Phone:          513-474-4938 
 
Church Office Hours:  9 a.m. until 1 p.m. Monday through Friday 

  Web Site: www.lcresurrection.org 
                                E-Mail address:     info@lcresurrection.org 

OUR MISSION STATEMENT:   
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection strives to be:   

A COVENANT based congregation,  NURTURING spiritual growth and 

WELCOMING all into Christ’s community through  

Word, sacrament and love. 

RECIPES NEEDED 

Lutheran Church of the Resurrection 
A congregation of the Evangelical Lutheran church in America 

1950 Nagel Road 
Cincinnati OH  45255 

Recipes Still Needed 
The 50th Anniversary cookbook is still in need of many 
recipes.  What soup do you bring to the Lenten Soup & 
Sandwich Fellowship?  What side do you bring to the 
Annual Pig Roast?   Do you have a family recipe that has 
been passed down through generations?  Type up your 
recipes and send them to: recipes@lcresurrection.org 

Jenn Seley was the winner of the $50 gift card for her recipe 
submission.  Congrats!! 

mailto:recipes@lcresurrection.org

